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By investing in the right gas delivery system, you can 
avoid costly contamination and resulting delays.

Equipment needs built-in features that ensure 

experiment gases are not compromised by air or 

moisture particles – making the most of every 

molecule to keep budgets optimized.

PURE GASES AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES
OF THE LAB ENVIRONMENT

There are a number of factors contributing to the mission-critical 

nature of specialty gas delivery for research today.

Guaranteeing that pure, precise, and accurate results are rapidly reported in 100% 

of investigations is challenging for the research scientist. Let’s take a look at why:

Increased Usage

Gases used in R&D testing, 
analysis, and measurement 
processes represent a large 
part of this growth.

Gas mixtures require di�erent 

certificates, with the most sophisticated

validated to standards such as

Even the slightest impurities can negate the e�ectiveness of 
costly gases, making the price of contamination significant.

1

The high purity gas market

is projected to grow

by a CAGR of 

by 2020.1 

6.2%
99.998% 

Specialty gases

can cost up to

$3,000 
per container.2(ppb) can have adverse e�ects

on research findings.3

Impurities in

concentrations as low as

parts per billion 

PURE DELIVERY
PURE DISCOVERIES

FOR

In the life of a research

scientist, pure results are everything.

Even the slightest variation in experimental 

factors can significantly change outcomes 

and compromise findings, especially

when using specialty gases.

Is your current gas delivery equipment helping

or hurting your research? Learn how pure gas

delivery transforms labs into optimized

environments for experimentation,

empowering you to make

breakthrough discoveries.

Stringent Standards2

High Cost of Compromise3

HIGH PURITY gases

must maintain a

minimum purity level.

99.999% 

ULTRA HIGH PURITY

gases must have a

minimum purity

level of

Did You Know?

High purity gases can 
be contaminated by 
utilizing industrial-
grade equipment.4

PRESSURE TO SUCCEED

BUDGET CUTS

that report obtaining federal research funding

is harder today than it was five years ago.5

Percentage of scientists

that attribute lack of funding to the

degradation of research quality.5

the federal government has cut

in the last seven years.6

Percentage of scientists Amount of R&D budget

88% $20B

FINDING THE
RIGHT-FIT EQUIPMENT

POWERING THE GAS DELIVERY
THAT POWERS YOUR INNOVATION

With such complex challenges arising during scientific investigations, you need a 

gas delivery system that can uphold the highest levels of precision and purity, 

providing you with reliable and consistent results. But not all equipment is created 

equal. Here are a few factors to consider:

Applied Energy Systems is the equipment expert that leading universities and national 

research laboratories trust for their high and ultra high purity gas delivery needs. With two 

renowned equipment lines and nearly 50 years of experience, AES understands the varied 

challenges researchers face and provides the robust equipment and comprehensive 

services they need to e�ectively power their innovative experiments. 
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Want to learn more about how AES can partner with your lab to achieve gas delivery 

excellence? Visit appliedenergysystems.com/purediscovery today.

PROOF OF PURITY

Validated quality assurance testing 
ensures that your gas delivery systems 
meet stringent purity requirements.

HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE

Does the equipment have a track 
record of success operating in 
laboratories? This will confirm its 
ability to function optimally in your 
own lab environment.

BACKED BY EXPERTS

Look for systems engineers that are 
knowledgeable of lab environment 
challenges and regulations to guide 
you to the right-fit equipment. 

DESIGNED TO YOUR DEMANDS

Equipment that can be customized 
to your distinct R&D requirements 
will help you create exacting 
experimental environments.

ISO17025 or ISO
Guide 34.2

Gases used in experimentations 
must uphold their appropriate 
quality level or researchers risk 
rejection of results submitted 
based on their integrity.

80%+

EQUIPMENT FUELS USER PROTECTION

Researchers don’t typically interact with gas 
delivery equipment on a consistent basis, 

making intuitive use imperative.

Equipment with user-friendly controls, easy-to-identify 

switches and indicators, and audible and visual alarms 

will help researchers safely manage processes and be 

rapidly alerted to potential safety concerns.

SAFETY IN THE LAB

that report receiving at least one injury

while working in the lab.9

Percentage of researchers

that are caused by operator error, with

another main cause being incorrect

equipment use.7

Percentage of lab accidents

46%

90%

EQUIPMENT FUELS EFFICIENCY
Conducting experiments that yield 

reproducible results the first time is 
critical. This requires not only gas purity, 

but gas delivery precision.

Equipment that allows you to control 

and adjust system parameters in real 

time will enable continuous 

optimization of experiments.

that say they feel pressured to focus on

projects that will yield quick results.9

Percentage of scientists

69%

that state long hours are needed

to succeed in research.9

Percentage of scientists

46%

To maintain research grants and get promoted
scientists must publish results in an extensive

list of publications.10
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that work in the lab alone

once a week, increasing

risk of injury.8

Percentage of scientists
80%


